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CHAPTER 6

Results

This chapter demonstrates the snapshots of the resulting images of the Chinese Lion Dance 

animation which were generated by our aforementioned animation control system. The 

posture control (PC) of RMC is demonstrated with a stance action and a gesture action in 

Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, we use another thinner actor, “Sticky” (see Figure 6.1), to 

compare the motion styles between the extremes of the rhythmic parameters. We also select 

two stance actions and two gesture actions to show the distinction of the moderate motion 

style and accentuated motion style. A tracking image of the RMC behavior control (BC) and 

several selected lion dance plays are displayed in Section 6.3. 

Figure 6.1: The Sticky. 
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6.1 Posture Control 

We use the AS5 (Low T) to AS4 (Triangle Step) stance action to show that our system is able to 

generate plausible transitional postures between two martial forms as shown in Figure 6.2. We 

use additional half-transparency poses to aid the observation of the dancer’s movement. The 

transitional posers of this stance action are 

Figure 6.3 demonstrate another example of the AG4 (Overhead) gesture action. The lion 

head was pulled down very slow in the beginning of the images then pushed out swiftly since 

this action is fully anticipated. The transitional posers of this gesture action are 

PH3
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Figure 6.2: The snapshots of the stance action from “Low T” to “Triangle Step”. 
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Figure 6.3: The snapshots of an “Overhead” gesture action. 
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6.2 Rhythmic Motion Styling 

All the images in this section are snapshot every 5 frames with a playback frame rate in the 

value of 30 per second. The darker overlapping poses imply the tighter in-between poses of an 

action.  

Figure 6.4 shows the continuous motions of an AS3 “Bow and Arrow” action in the 

RTEMPO of 112 and 56 in the same period of time. The REX and RTIMING are in a value of 0.5 in 

either case so that the lengths of the foot step are the same. The two motions are very similar 

excepting for the number of footsteps. The length of L1 is twice as long as L2 since the tempo 

112 is twice as fast as the tempo 56.

Figure 6.4: Images of the continuous AS3 (Bow and Arrow) action in different tempo. 

TEMPO = 112 TEMPO = 56

L1 L2
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In Section 3.1.2 we illustrated a rhythmic motion-style space. By using a tempo 72, 

Figure 6.5 depicts the continuous AS3 stance actions on the exaggeration-timing space with 

the extremes. We can see that the poses of the left two images are evenly spaced. The images 

in the right column are darker in the “sink” phase since they have a longer anticipation phase. 

The upper row has longer footstep length and higher free leg while the lower row acts in a 

easier way. 

Figure 6.6 shows the sequences of three stance actions (AS1, AS3) of a lion dancer with 

different degrees of the accentuation for each row. The (REX, RTIMING) values from the bottom 

row to the top row are (0.0, 0.0), (0.5, 0.5) and (1.0, 1.0), respectively. We also plot the 

position of the pelvis and left ankle of these three accentuated actions into curves as shown in 

Figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 demonstrates other examples of accentuated stance and gesture actions. 

Figure 6.5: The continuous images in the four corners of the exaggeration-timing space. 

MODERATE (0,0) ANTICIPATED (0,1) 

EXAGGERATIVE (1,0) ACCENTUATED (1,1) 
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Figure 6.6: A stance action from AS1 to AS3 with different REX and RTIMING.
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Figure 6.7: The plots of the heights with respect to the pelvis (upper) 

and left ankle (lower) for the three accentuated stance action from AS1

to AS3.
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Figure 6.8: Three additional accentuated actions: (top) a stance action from AS4 to AS4,

(middle) an AG2 “Nod” gesture action, and (bottom) the gesture action of AG3 “Turn”. 
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6.3 Behavior Control 

In Figure 6.9, the head dancer pursues its goal along a path which is generated from the path 

planner through the trunks. The path has six configurations as its landmarks for the head 

dancer. The red dotted (darker) line traces the pelvis of the head dancer while the green dotted 

(lighter) line traces the pelvis of the tail dancer. Note that tail dancer follows the head dancer 

by dynamically adjusting the position of his pelvis to match the constrained distance between 

dancers.

From Figure 6.10 to Figure 6.12 we display several selected lion dance plays that are 

enacted by the coordination of the two lion dancers under the high-level control through the 

RhyCAP interface. These lion dance playactings were defined with the play commands that 

we had described in Section 4.3.1. The martial form actions and drum beat patterns in each 

play were choreographed by referring to the literal material of the Chinese Lion Dance [32] 

excepting for the free-style lion dance shown in Figure 6.11 which was composed 

improvingly by ourselves.  
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Figure 6.9: Traces of the lion dancers pursuing its goal along a path. 
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Figure 6.10: The “Three Throw Lion” play (upper six images) and the “Running Lion” play 

(lower six images). 
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Figure 6.11: A free-style lion dance play. 
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Figure 6.12: The “Sneaking Lion” play. 


